Position Title: La Cocina Cooking Class Instructor

Do your friends compliment your cooking skills? Do you want to make $100 in one night? We are seeking a few “Top Chefs” who would love to share their knowledge and passion for cooking. We offer a variety of popular cooking classes in the Seattle area and all proceeds benefit our Senior Nutrition and Wellness Program. Come share your passion to cook for a great cause!

You will be responsible for preparing your own lesson for a cooking class. We will provide an orientation and help you put your recipe in a fancy format, as well as help you set-up and clean-up. **Additionally, we will provide you with a $100 volunteer stipend for every class you instruct.** All class material costs will be provided by El Centro de la Raza, including ingredient costs.

**Responsibilities**
- Design and prepare class curriculum
- Choose/create recipes influenced by Latin American cultures
- Assign participants kitchen tasks that allow each individual to gain hands-on practice
- Supervise staff assistants in the classroom, encouraging proper technique and gently correcting as needed
- Ability to travel to class location

**Basic Qualifications**
- Professional culinary training or experience working in the food industry or self-taught
- Able to communicate effectively in front of a large group (average class size is 10 participants)
- Knowledge of the basics of food and kitchen safety and food preparation
- Plan food budget and prepare ingredients

**Time Commitment:** Add the length of the assignment, hours per week, and/or other special requirements.

**Deadline:** Continuous

**Apply anytime:** Please contact events@elcentrodelaraza.org if you are interested in instructing a class.